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Abstract
Background: Realistic simulation methodology is used in various learning scenarios, allowing students to
participate directly in problematic situations that require immediate professional action. The objective of
this proof-of-concept study was to develop a low-cost simulator for cardiopulmonary resuscitation
procedures in infants.

Findings: The prototype was developed successfully with accessories to simulate cardiopulmonary
resuscitation maneuvers. The data collection instrument was a questionnaire based on the Basic Life
Support guidelines of the American Heart Association to test the instrument. The prototype was used as a
learning object for the teaching-learning process as a low-cost resource.

Conclusion: A low-cost prototype was developed, and its application was obtained from the simulation of
the training activity in Basic Life Support and from the performance of procedures in the positioning and
simulation of cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

Introduction
The use of realistic simulation methodology has been offered in various learning scenarios in the United
States and Europe. This strategy allows students to directly participate in challenging situations that
require professional action and, consequently, the students seek solutions to the actual problem [1,2].

Medical Simulation is the modern-day methodology for training healthcare professionals through the use
of advanced educational technology. Professional training to help a newborn suffering from cardiac
arrest or asphyxiation can reduce the risk of death. In several North American and European countries,
several educational institutions are encouraged to develop their own simulators to allow training and
knowledge acquisition at an affordable cost [3-10].

Basic Life Support (BLS) training develops speci�c skills that help to identify cardiorespiratory arrest and
contribute to interventions in this sudden event. Studies indicate that educating the population to
intervene in cases of cardiopulmonary arrest increases the survival rate of victims 2 to 3 times compared
to those who do not receive cardiopulmonary resuscitation [11-13].

The production of low-cost simulators for training enables and encourages teachers and coordinators to
actively participate and develop new measures to assess the performance of the use of these
resources14. Studies indicate that, compared to traditional lecture teaching, simulation is a more
enjoyable learning strategy to provide technical skills [1,15].

Some current physical models have a high commercial value, which limits institutions' access to the
equipment. This increases the risk of an institution having simulators in its inventory, but not being able
to use them due to the high cost of maintenance. These obstacles are the main motivators for the
development of accessible models with low maintenance costs [15-17].
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Thus, the objective of this proof-of-concept study was to develop a low-cost simulator for
cardiopulmonary resuscitation procedures in infants.

Methods
In this proof-of-concept study, an experimental prototype for basic life support training was developed
and, its performance in cardiopulmonary resuscitation maneuvers in infants was evaluated. The research
was approved by the institution's Ethics Committee (number: 1728913).

The study population for the simulation consisted of undergraduate nursing students at a Brazilian
university. A pre-test was carried out to evaluate the prototype. , Then a class on Basic Life Support in
infants was carried out using the prototypes of children's simulators for 30 minutes, followed by renewal
of the pre-test. The test was developed by Tavares et al and consists of 16 objective questions with four
alternatives each, and only one correct alternative. In addition, students were asked about previous
training in Basic Life Support.

In the simulation, choking maneuvers and cardiopulmonary resuscitation in infants were demonstrated.

The model consists of a child simulator composed of rubber members and a body made of
biodegradable ecological fabric (Nonwoven), plastic plates for the chest and scapular region, mesh �aps,
20cm rubber tube coupled to a 10/10 cm air reservoir (Figure 1)

The statistical analysis compared the proportions of correct answers before and after training, wrong
answers before and after training, correct answers followed by  wrong answers after the training, and
wrong pre-training responses followed by correct ones after training. Two normality tests were applied to
distribute correct and erroneous answers in the pre- and post-training questionnaire with the simulator,
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk test with a 5% signi�cance. Subsequently, non-
parametric tests were used: signal test of related samples and Wilcoxon test, to compare medians of two
related samples. In addition, McNemar's binomial probability distribution, suitable for dichotomous
nominal variables, was tested. The McNemar test was two-tailed, that is, the p-value takes into account
both the modi�cation of responses in one direction and in the opposite direction [18].

Results
Development of the prototype

The prototype was built successfully. The child represented by the simulator (Figure 2) had a head
circumference of 43 cm, head-length measure of 55 cm, and chest diameter of 44 cm. In addition, the
simulator had air passages in the oral and nasal region allowing ventilation of the mouth and nose
simultaneously (chest expansion) (Figure 1A).
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The body was �lled with fabric scraps, modeled to simulate a child's body (Figures 1B and 1C). Then, the
arms and legs were attached to the fabric and the head, and a silicone tube and an air reservoir were
added. Thus, the simulator was built at a cost of US$ 15.00 (Figure 1D). The cost of other similar
resources found in the market varies between US$ 300 and 500 [19].

 

In the prototype, it is possible to perform the Heimlich maneuver, (Figure 2A), to maintain good head
position for the infant (head tilt - chin lift) to maintain a patent airway (Figure 2B) and check the airways
(foreign body aspiration) (Figure 2C and 2D).

A 40-minute training session was carried out with the prototype (Figures 3 and 3A). The groups were
separated into stations to perform BLS techniques (Figure 3B, 3C and 3D).

 

Thirty nursing students from the �rst period participated. The prototype proved to be practical in
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, facilitating skill training. Table 1 shows the results of the comparisons
between the medians of the correct answers, before and after training, and the comparisons between the
median of errors, before and after simulator training, for the group of 30 students.

Table 1: Errors and correct answers the questionnaire, before (A) and after (D) of the training, for all students (30)

using the simulator.

  A D  p* p**

Correct 6 10 < 0,001 < 0,001

Error    10 6 < 0,001 < 0,001

*TSAR: Signal Test for Related Samples; **TW: Wilcoxon Signal Testing of Related Samples Significance, a = 0,05;

MA: median answers correct; ME: median answer error.

To study the frequency of modi�cation of students' responses after training with the simulator,
McNemar's two-tailed test was performed, the results are shown in table 2.

MA 

ME
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Table 2: Frequencies of modified responses in the questionnaire after simulator training for each question for the

30 students

  Answers (before ® after)    

Question 0 ® 1 1 ® 0 p- value  

Q 17 0 < 0,001  

Q 20 0 < 0,001  

Q 12 0 < 0,001  

Q 11 0 0,001  

Q 6 1 0,125  

Q 4 1 0,375  

Q 6 1 0,125  

Q 6 0 0,031  

Q 7 0 0,016  

Q 1 0 1,000  

Q 8 2 0,109  

Q 7 1 0,070  

Q 16 1 < 0,001  

Q 5 1 0,219  
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Q 15 0 < 0,001  

Q 4 0 0,125  

Using the McNemar test, bicauldal, with significance, a = 0.05

 1: correct answer and 0: wrong answer

 

Discussion
The simulator model that was developed allows easy reproduction, since the materials used in the
manufacture are easily accessible. The simulated teaching proposal, based on a prototype made with
low-cost material, reached its objective of helping and guiding students on how to proceed in an
emergency situation.

A variety of models with similar purposes were presented in the contemporary medical literature; the
models differ in relation to the level of �delity when compared to a human body [20,21,22]. Working on
low-cost models favors the training of basic skills during undergraduate training in health sciences, a way
to partially reduce costs, especially in developing countries [23,24].

According to the BLS course (American Heart Association) [13], an individual, who reaches 84% of correct
answers in a similar questionnaire, is considered quali�ed. Of the 30 participants in this study, only three
(10%) achieved performance above 84%. According to students' reports, the use of the simulator helped
in the completion of the questionnaire after training (post-test). Researches show that courses that
combine simulation with mannequins allow for better knowledge retention compared to a traditional
class [25,26].

In general, students commented that the simplicity of the equipment provided the goal of learning easily.
 Thus, our study showed that skill training with low �delity equipment in simulation is a valuable
educational approach to learning complex processes. Regarding the cost, the prototype proved to be
signi�cantly cheaper compared to the market average. Simulators for the same purpose range from 160
to 290$ [19,26]. In a study by Drummond et al (2016) [25], the authors concluded that knowledge
retention was better among students who participated in the simulation than among those who
participated in the traditional lecture. The course produced variable results in terms of skills - the transfer
of knowledge to practice is a di�culty reported by doctors, and simulation can help in the learning
process.

This study has some major limitations. We were not able to study the effects of other methods of
learning such as within-group learning, computer-assisted learning, and self-study learning. The

15

16
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assessment consisted of a questionnaire and thus, the effects of the model on the ability to correctly
perform BLS maneuvers could not be assessed.

Conclusion
A prototype was developed that obtained its application in the simulation of the training activity in BLS,
enabling proper performance of the procedures.

Abbreviations
BLS - Basic Life Support

Q - question
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Figure 1

(A) View of the baby's head; (B) Body attached to the limbs; (C) Fabric used for the body; (D) Assembled
simulator.

Figure 2

(A and B) Maneuver positioning in the child simulator - choking maneuver; (C) visualization of the baby's
mouth; (D) Chest compressions
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Figure 3

(A, B and C) Simulation class B. technique to hold the baby's head; (D) Student performing Basic life
support maneuver
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